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Legal Notice: Media Boycott – Stop Manipulation

Dear Mrs Martina Fehr, president of the foundation of the Swiss press council
Dear Mr Urs Thalmann and Mr Stefan Wabel, vice presidents of the foundation of the Swiss press council
Dear Mrs Ursina Wey, head of the office of the foundation of the Swiss press council

The respect of the truth, the safeguarding of the human dignity and the truthful information of the public are the top rules of press. Each person who is active in the field of press safeguards, on this basis, the esteem and the credibility of the media.

With this legal notice, we are dealing with the very advanced problem of the «leading media» on the irresponsible behavior with regard to the information and press industry, its inadequate professional ethics, its PSY-OPS, its manipulation, its breaches of our laws, the non-respect of its own directives (journalist codex) and the arbitrariness against our fundamental and human rights.

We put special attention to the massive breaches against what the «leading media» in their function as 4th state authority actually should represent. We criticize the complete neglect of your duties, as you keep and administer the tax payers under the thirst for power together with prejudiced politicians and the very dangerous global elite.
The concept of democracy

Democracy is without doubt one of the most important achievements of the modern society. It guarantees the participation of the citizens in political decisions and protects the fundamental rights and freedoms.

The current system, however, shows some very important weaknesses, which are anchored in the nature of the separation of powers. The principle of the separation of powers is supposed to ensure that the different state authorities – the legislative, the executive power and the judiciary – act independently from each other and control each other. This set-up is supposed to avoid the abuse of power and tyranny. The separation of power, however, is based on a single core foundation – the law.

The weak point of democracy is revealed in the connection between the legislative power and the media. It is the task of the legislator, as guardian of the democratic foundation, to draft laws that build the milestones of our democracy. Each amendment of these laws, however, carries the risk to change the entire democratic system. This represents the weak point as each global or above all hybrid threat has the potential to annul our constitution, as is the case currently.

The media play an important role in this context and carry huge responsibility. In a lawful democracy, the media should act as indispensable fourth power and represent an independent layer of control. Their predominant task should be to extensively inform the public in an objective and critical manner on political events and decisions. Unfortunately, we have now experienced the situation where pressure was put on the legislative power by means of spreading medial fear, panic, discrimination and coercion, which led to harsh laws.

The primitiveness consists in the fact that the media, in their role as willing stooges of the rulers and as submissive servants of those who are pulling the strings behind the scenes, have undermined the foundations of democracy. They are the greedy thieves of independent thinking and sound decision-making, who mercilessly rob the ability of the citizens to judge independently.

They undermine the core of democracy, worth being protected, in a disgusting manner and snatch away the freedom from the citizens to choose their own way. They use their power, under the shield of the freedom of press, to stifle unwelcome criticism and to censor. Does it come to light anyway; they jump at it just as hungry predatory birds in order to destroy them with biting mockery and contemptuous words.
The media are the key to democracy

The media are the key to democracy, but they abuse their power in order to strangle the democratic discourse. You know very well that there exists no democratic defense mechanism when the former guard dog of democracy is affected by rabies. You are aware of your power and abuse it without scruple.

You have replaced the respect of ethical standards with one-sided and excessive moralism and attitude.

Objective reporting in the media has been suppressed by opinion journalism, and the freedom of speech is now presented as flaming sword in front of the gates of democracy. By this lack of integrity and responsibility, you become the fatal weak point of democracy. Instead of revealing the truth and of reporting impartially, you present to the public only that information that supports the narrative.

In our time, where the media panorama is characterized by one-sided and partial reporting, one has to ask for quality and integrity of the media as critical companion of our society. The media have changed: from a respected disseminator of information to a trivializing entertainment machinery, from a reliable information channel to a manipulative platform, from an influential opinion enabler to a questionable propagandist, from an objective mouthpiece of society to the propaganda industry of the powerful, from the watchful guardian of democracy to the hegemonic opinion despot in compliance with the mainstream.

More and more people are realizing the contradictory propaganda, which descends like an unstoppable tsunami upon our society. On the one side, we are requested with vehement urgency to immediately take measures against the climate crisis. On the other side, the same individuals seem to accept the risk of a potential escalation towards a third world war in the Ukraine and Taiwan conflict. In the same manner, more strict measures were continually demanded to halt the pandemic, however, a foresighted restriction or, even better, an absolute cessation of the highly dangerous “gain-of-function-scientific” research has hardly seemed to be made a subject of discussion. It is essential that contradictions are questioned with a critical glance and are being introduced into the discourse, in order to guarantee a coherent and responsible way of proceeding with the purpose to face the global challenges.

The media present to us a harmonized message that today’s global challenges are so complex and comprehensive that they may not be solved by a single country alone. It is said that the cooperation and common effort of nations are unavoidable in order to find effective solutions. It is said that the biggest
threats we are facing are the climate change, terrorism, pandemics, poverty, inequality and the migration crisis as well as international conflicts. Hence, all these problems would demand a coordinated, global response. However, the media withhold the information in a well-directed and underhanded manner that all these crises are staged, power-political instruments with the aim to rebuild the world (UNO agenda 2030 with their 17 sustainable goals).

Global rebuilding

The United Nations (UN) are portrayed to us as supposedly impartial organization, which stands for cooperation between states and common solutions. In reality, it is just a stage for the implementation of the agenda 2023 (New World Order) of the ruling elites. In cooperation with the World Economic Forum (WEF), an assembly of corporate bosses and financial magnates, the so called agenda 2030 is being pushed on – an agenda which is entirely in spirit of the one who rule. The mostly privately financed world health organization (WHO) is, as icing on the top, sold to us as the superior layer in questions of climate and health, and is de facto being brought into position as supranational government. That on its own is an absolute crime against our Swiss Federation!

An organization, that is not democratically authorized and whose decisions depend on a couple of private financiers is supposed to determine the fate of all of us? The WHO, with its alleged expertise, serves solely for the purpose to authorize the interests of the powerful elite and to scare the population, in order to extend its control.

Without any doubt, an entirely dubious and highly problematic development is manifesting, where that sphere of the economic elite, which has essentially contributed to the creation of the current crisis and to the global deconstruction, is now trying to stage itself as our savior. Unfortunately, the media fails to critically question this fact in a disturbing manner. You should be thoroughly ashamed that you are involved in this manipulative game and refuse to mercilessly make transparent the true intentions behind this so-called global cooperation.
The Trojan horse

With the power of thousand lies the illusion raises to a magnificent Trojan horse, whose glorious exterior holds the tempting power of slavery. Protected by the darkness of the night, it slides through the gates of the democratic town, driven and steered from deceitful citizens, whose words and thoughts build the pulling ropes.

The hooves of the false mount bang on the paved ground of freedom with cunning maliciousness and incomparable self-righteousness, and ghosts from ideologies we had believed we had overcome long ago emerge from the hollow wood torso, in order to poison the hearts of the people with deceptive fear and
unrealistic hopes. In the collective suction of group delusion, the masses lose their former clarity and reason, wrapped up in the deceptive mist of unity in solidarity.

In the current atmosphere of manipulation and deception, the hope for a living democracy is quickly disappearing. Freedom becomes just a fake front, hiding the true intentions of the powerful. The striving for truth and the defense of our fundamental rights are betrayed by the supposed guardians of democracy, while the citizens are caught in their ignorant comfort.

The words and thoughts of the people, once a precious good for the creation of the society, are steered by the tongues of lies. The voices of reason and of resistance are stifled, whereas the masses remain in a hypnotic state. It is for the people to see through the illusion, to re-gain their critical ability of thinking and to stand up for a truly transparent and democratic society. Only if truth is brought back into the light and the people stand up together against this manipulation, democracy and freedom can be protected from high treason through the media.

We investigate the motives and intentions of the powerful, analyze the mechanisms of suppression and unmask the distortion in the established narratives. The media landscape, once a reliable source of information, will be considered critically. We are realizing that the media companies are themselves a part of the game for power and see through the manipulation, the propaganda and the disinformation and are no longer ready to follow their corrupt dictation.

Stop manipulation! We call out for a media boycott

As a solution for this steered and universally advanced manipulation through the leading media, we unleashes today our official MEDIA BOYCOTT, which will be implemented on a national and even international level. The MEDIA BOYCOTT lasts for an undetermined period of time and until the fourth power submits itself again to its own laws, directives and above all to the journalist codex, in order to take back the responsibility linked to this as well as the truthful reporting for our society.

The Swiss association WIR will, with the support of the citizens, commit every Swiss citizen to diverse, non-violent actions on the topic leading media (state media), something which has never been implemented before. The facts will be explained to the citizens in order to empower them to set a trend. The leading media will inevitably and passively dispossess themselves, as they will be losing not only readers and
viewers, but also income from state subsidies, grants, taxes, subscriptions and other advertising revenues. In other words: We must eradicate their income streams, so that the power and thus also the prejudice, the corruption as well as the very dangerous threat through the hybrid war and **MANIPULATION** disappear!

Our movement inspires others to do the same in Switzerland and abroad. By actively honoring our values and convictions, we will be role models for others. People will see our determination and passion and this will encourage them to become active themselves. By being the change, that we would like to see in this world, we create positive response, inspiring more people to join us.

We are no longer passively observing but creating our world actively. We have realized that we have the power the change things provided we connect with each other and act jointly. Our vision of a truly just, inclusive, free and sustainable society will become reality by means of our joint commitment.

Despite all challenges, setbacks and hostilities we will stand firm, determined and confident. We know that the way of change is not easy and this requires time and effort. However, we believe in the transformative power of our community and are convinced that we are able to create a future, which is characterized by genuine equal rights, true peace for the good of all humans and the entire creation. Our movement is growing and with each person joining us also our hope for a better world is growing. We are the change we are all dreaming of, and together we will create the world we want, we will create a future based on true development and true progress.

---

**The Swiss press council «journalist codex»**

**Explanation / preamble**

- The right to information, together with freedom of expression and criticism, is one of the fundamental liberties of every human being.
- The rights and duties of journalist’s de-volve from the public’s right to have access to fact and opinion.
- The responsibility of journalists towards the public has priority over any other responsibility, in particular over the responsibility towards their employer and towards state institutions. [click here to read more on the journalist codex](https://www.mediaboycott.ch)
Guidelines on the «declaration of the duties and rights of journalists»

Guideline 2.4 – public function

*The exercise of the profession of journalist is generally not compatible with that of a public function. However, this incompatibility is not an absolute. In particular circumstances, participation in public affairs can be justified. In such a case, the journalist must separate strictly such spheres of activity and make sure that the public knows of his or her double role. Conflicts of interest are damaging to the reputation of the press and the dignity of the profession. The same rule applies to any engagement of a private nature that has any connection, however slight, to a journalist’s professional activity and his or her treatment of news.*

Guideline 5.1 – liability to rectify

*The duty to correct errors of fact should be exercised by journalists of their own accord since it is crucial to a truthful record. The obligation to correct applies to misstatements of fact, not to opinion founded on facts known to be accurate.*

Guideline 8.1 – respect of the human dignity

*Information activities must be guided by respect for human dignity. It must be constantly weighed against the public’s right to information. This applies both to the persons directly concerned or affected and to the public as a whole.*

Control through mass media

What is the fourth power and why is it so essentially important?

The separation of powers is the division of state power into legislative power, executive power and judicial power.

These three powers must control each other in a democratic state, what unfortunately currently no longer takes place in the universal conformity between politics and media.
SERIOUS BREACHES AGAINST THE «DUTIES OF JOURNALISTS AS PER THE SWISS PRESS COUNCIL»

- Abuse of SRG’s monopoly position as a state broadcaster (self-advertisement: "SRG, the largest media house in Switzerland. SRG is a public and independent media house").
- One-sided propaganda hostile to the country for totalitarian, undemocratic organizations not elected by the people such as IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), WHO (World Health Organization), BAG (Federal Office of Public Health), GAVI (Vaccination Alliance).
- Uncritical takeover by the SRG of the coercive measures, which are harmful to the country and the people.
- Total censorship or complete misrepresentation of the worldwide, Europe-wide and Switzerland-wide large-scale demonstrations against the harmful coercive measures and the mRNA "vaccinations" by SRG.
- Massive surreptitious advertising (Pfizer and Moderna etc.) and propaganda for dangerous Covid "injections".
- Years of one-sided propaganda on climate change. Ignoring and ridiculing a large number of professors who doubt or even refute the unproven thesis of global warming.
- Uncritical, grossly negligent to deliberate praise and homage to felons such as George Soros, Bill Gates, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus and Anthony Fauci and their portrayal as philanthropic "philanthropists".
- Concealment of psychological terror and child abuse, which has been carried out by politicians and state employees (e.g. KESB, prosecutors, judges).
- Disgusting, misanthropic propaganda for the severely criminal, satanic and sexual "child abuse" agenda under the guise of "trans-gender LGBTQ delusion ideology".
- Hostility to those who are still sane and ethical and who work to protect children from organized child sexual abuse and satanic transgender and transhumanism ideologies, and slander of these protectors as conspiracy theorists, Tin Man, falsifiers, right-wing extremists, discriminators, Reichsbürger (Citizens of the Reich) and other character assassination labels.
- Use of fake, old and partly false image material for fear and scaremongering.
- Condemnable propaganda for LGBTQ drag trans crimes against children, even forced through compulsory education.

Media as uncritical ambassadors of the authorities and drivers of equalization. During the Corona Pandemic, many media outlets disseminated the statements of the authorities without having checked them themselves. Facts were distorted or not passed on at all. See also this recent analysis: https://www.saldo.ch/artikel/artikeldetail/corona-medien-als-unkritische-botschafter-der-behoerden
Legal basis

Swiss constitution art. 10 Right to life and personal freedom
In Switzerland, the Federal Constitution guarantees every person the right to life and personal liberty, in particular to physical and mental integrity and to freedom of movement.

Swiss constitution art. 16 Freedom of expression and information
Freedom of opinion and information is guaranteed. Everyone has the right to form his or her opinion freely and to express and disseminate it without hindrance. Everyone has the right to freely receive, obtain from generally accessible sources and disseminate information.

Swiss constitution art. 17 media freedom
Although the Federal Constitution in Switzerland unequivocally prohibits censorship by the media, the following information was censored, forbidden or suppressed – mainly by the leading media and the SRG:

- Hundreds of thousands of political and scientific articles, studies and statistics
- the criminal charge against Swissmedic for violating the Therapeutic Products Act
- the non-existence of the pandemic
- the live-threatening danger of the deceptive mRNA-«injections»
- the uselessness and harmfulness of the mask
- the restriction or the cessation of democratic rights
- the role of the WEF and the WHO.

Swiss criminal code (StGB) art. 117: "Anyone who negligently causes the death of a person shall be punished with imprisonment for up to three years or a fine." The PsyOps and hybrid threats - perpetrated by the leading media - are the main cause of the massively increased suicide rates at home and abroad.

StGB art. 129: «A person who unscrupulously puts another in immediate danger of death is liable to a custodial sentence not exceeding five years or to a monetary penalty.»

StGB art. 156: Non-Covid-vaccinated people and people who criticized the Covid-GEN injections, coercive measures and the leading media had to endure hate speech, slander, character assassination, exclusion and
blackmail. The leading media uncritically accepted the severe discrimination policy of the seven Federal Councilors. *(Anyone who, with the intention of gaining unlawful enrichment for himself or for a third party, induces a person to act that harms his financial interests or those of a third party, by using violence or by threatening serious damage, shall be punished with imprisonment for a term of five years or punished with a fine.)*

**StGB: art. 258:** Since the declaration of a pandemic by the non-elected WHO perpetrators: Daily dissemination of reports, inducing fear and panic and mass psychosis in order to scare the population. *(Anyone who frightens the population by threatening or falsely announcing a danger to life, limb or health (property) will be punished with imprisonment for up to three years or a fine.)* This fear was caused by a conscious and intentional misrepresentation of the Facts, events and statistics as well as over-reporting. This frightening has taken place by means of conscious and intentional misrepresentation of facts, events and statistics as well as by means of over reporting.

**StGB: art. 260** Anyone who takes part in a public mob, in which acts of violence are committed with combined forces against people or property, shall be punished with imprisonment for up to three years or a fine.

**StGB: art. 266** Crimes or offences against the state / Attacks on the independence of the Confederation.

**StGB: art. 271** Crimes or offences against the state / Prohibited acts for a foreign state.

**StGB: art. 272** Crimes or offences against the state / Political intelligence.

**StGB: art. 273** Crimes or offences against the state / Economic intelligence.

**StGB: art. 274** Crimes or offences against the state / Military intelligence.

**StGB: art. 275** Crime or offence against the state / Unlawful association.

For your self-study: [Die Neutralität der Schweiz](https://www.mediaboycott.ch) (the neutrality of Switzerland) EDA date of publication: 03.03.2022
Solution to the emergency with a CALL for a MEDIA BOYKOT against the leading media

WE HAVE THE POWER AND THE DUTY (ART. 6 BV) TO BRING ABOUT LASTING CHANGE IN OUR MEDIA LANDSCAPE.

Where those responsible remain inactive or do not move forward, we, as the aggrieved, distance ourselves from these companies and individuals, break off contact, no longer perceive their biased work, no longer watch or listen to them, DOT!

We are the Rōnins, unbending, free from shackles and dogmas, in search of truth, justice, freedom and committed to peace. We recognize the power of thought and the possibility of bringing about change through our beliefs and actions. We act in accordance with our words and let our actions speak for themselves. Through our authentic actions, others find comfort, courage and inspiration. We see that change is possible and that we as individuals can have a significant impact.

We move forward bravely, on unknown paths, with courage in our hearts, being an example to others and will encourage others to do the same. Our loyalty is to all our allies. With compassion and mercy we face them and with deep respect we surround them in every moment. In our companions we recognize the same inexhaustible potential and strength that resides in all of us. We are like seeds, ready to blossom and unfold our true greatness. By supporting and encouraging each other, we bring out the best in each other and create an atmosphere of growth and unfoldment.

So we pledge here before you, true to our inner call, as Rōnin, brave and strong, in a world in transition. Events of epochal proportions are upon us. Of all the tasks and trials of all humanity, this is our most difficult and important challenge. Either we stand together or we will all be subjugated for a very long time, permanently losing our fundamental rights and freedom and allowing history to repeat itself yet again. WE see our destiny and calling as a gift and accept it with deep gratitude. Our destiny is liberation, not oppression. We serve love, not the fear and panic that breeds hate.
Demand to all media representatives

Please act accordingly NOW! We are now demanding a reporting which is in compliance with the law on reporting, based on the guidelines of the Swiss press council and the journalist codex - stop manipulation!

I am pleased to be at your disposal for any questions, strategic/tactic advice and/or any discussion.

Do not hesitate to contact us through the channel which is most convenient to you.

Thank you for your attention.

Mit freundlichen Grüssen, Bien Cordialement, Con ordiali saluti, Cun Cordials Sal, Many Regards

Christian Oesch, president

eMail: wir@medienboykott.ch
eMail: christian.oesch@vereinwir.ch
Website: www.VereinWIR.ch
Telegram: https://t.me/s/VereinWIR
Distribution list:

- SSM - Syndicate of Swiss Media Professionals
- Syndicom
- Conference of Editors-in-Chief" Association
- Swiss Media" Publishers Association
- International Federation of Journalists IFJ
- SRG SSR
- SERAFE
- Centre de Formation au Journalisme et aux Médias
- European Federation of Journalists
- Young Journalists CH
- MAZ-The Swiss School of Journalism
- Alternative Media
- Alternative Associations & Organizations
- Lighthouse ARD
- AUF1
- Federal Council
- National Council & Council of States
- Federal Supreme Court
- Federal Chancellery
- Federal Archives
- Government Councilors 26 cantons
- Councilors of the Grand Council/Councilors of the Land 26 cantons
- Total councilors of 2138 communes
Appendix

Letter-1 State Government (9.03.2022): Covert control of the countries by the WHO  

https://www.vereinwir.ch/rechtliche-hinweise-an-die-schweizer-landesregierung-handeln-sie-entsprechend-und-jetzt/

Letter-3 Senior Staff Officers of Switzerland and National Government (25.05.2022): Hybrid threats and warfare against the Confederation!  

Letter-4 National Government and Senior Staff Officers of Switzerland (19.10.2022): Has Helvetia already fallen?  
https://www.vereinwir.ch/rechtlicher-hinweis-ist-die-helvetia-schon-gefallen/

Letter-5 Swiss Press Council, all media professionals and National Government of Switzerland (23.06.2023): Media boycott - Stop manipulation  
https://medienboykott.ch/rechtlicher-hinweis/

This legal notice as well as the previous legal notices may be distributed as long as the content is not changed and no commercial interests are pursued. Distribution is explicitly encouraged.

The Swiss association WIR is committed to a non-violent, constructive reappraisal and overcoming of the current manipulation by politics and the media, which are working in a joint conspiracy.